Liberty Paintball Games Airsoft Rules:
	Any violation of LPG Airsoft Rules can and will result in immediate or permanent removal from the field and facility with no refunds.  There are NO exceptions to any rule and every rule is strictly enforced.

Goggles must be worn at all times on playing fields and while walking in between fields. All players must wear goggles that meet ASNI Z87.1 standards along with appropriate head gear, and something to protect your neck, ears, and mouth (balaclavas, shemagh or large bandanas).  All players are required to use full-face protection (i.e. paintball mask).  Mesh lens are not allowed.
	All Airsoft guns are subject to be checked before entering any field. Barrel covers must be worn at all times with guns on safety and magazines removed whenever not on a playing field. Sidearms must be holstered at all times.  All guns must always be pointed in a safe direction. When transporting Airsoft guns to and from the field please use soft or hard shell cases, no part of the gun should be visible.
	Biodegradable BBs ONLY no metal BBs.  FPS Limits are strictly enforced and all guns will be chronographed using .20gram BBs before games.   Players have 2 attempts consisting no more than 3 shots each to check for appropriate FPS.  Sniper (single shot/bolt action) – FPS 400-550; Standard AEG – FPS 400 or less; Standard Spring or Gas (non-Snipers) – FPS 400 or less; Pistols(all types) – FPS 400 or less.  Classification will be identified by colored zip ties and/or colored tape on the players arm.  All Airsoft players are subject to random on the spot chrono checks, any gun that fails the chrono test will not be allowed to be used.
	Snipers are not allowed to use full auto or semi-automatic electronic guns. Single shot ONLY. (gas or spring)
	Minimum Engagement Distance of 100 feet from your position.
	Must have a sidearm for any encounter within 100 from your position.
	All electronic guns and pistols must shoot under 400 FPS with a Minimum Engagement Distance of 20 feet.
	When the minimum engagement distance of 20 feet is not available (i.e. inside Buildings/Towers/Tanks) you have to use the surrender rule to eliminate opposing players.
	A player is eliminated from play if a BB strikes any part of his/her body. Gun shots don’t count as eliminations however the gun is disabled for the remainder of the round.  When a player is eliminated he/she must call themselves out by shouting “Dead!”, “Hit!”, or “Out!” and display their Red Elimination Flag on or above his/her head.  Dead players don’t talk to players still in the round, this includes using radio communication.  No Blind Shooting!
	Airsoft is a game of honor and sportsmanship in which all players strive to exemplify fair play regardless of the situation.  In situations where a player isn’t sure if they got hit and a referee wasn’t around to see it, he/she should give their opponent the benefit of the doubt and call themselves out. 
	Cheating will not be tolerated, any player caught cheating will be ejected from the round.
Referees’ decisions are the final call on the field.  If you disagree with a ref please wait off-field for him/her where you can discuss any calls with them in a calm manner with the Head Referee or Manager.
	All players should avoid field hazards such as fences, ruts, and vines.  Please report any hazard to the Head Ref on the field.  No climbing of trees, structures, or vehicles.  No climbing through windows, players must use the doorways.  Players are not allowed to alter any natural or man-made feature.
	No unauthorized equipment allowed including actual or replica knives, machetes, axes, hatchets or bayonets.  No riot shields or other blocking devices.  Anything that’s deemed unsafe or not appropriate by field owner will not be allowed.  No metal cleats on shoes or boots.  No explosives or other pyrotechnics.  Smoke grenades and BB grenades must be individually approved by the Head Ref. 
	No physical contact or verbal abuse, LPG is a family oriented playing field please no name-calling, swearing, or slurs against anyone’s race, color, national origin, family members, teams or equipment. Keep your hands to yourself; no players should touch anyone or their gear without that player’s permission. No shooting animals on or off the field.
	No alcohol or illegal drugs allowed.  Smoking is permitted in the parking lot but please be aware of your surroundings and respect the people around you.

Optional Rule- Players that get surrendered at close range or are shot in the head/neck are automatically eliminated for the round and cannot be ‘healed’ by a Medic. Hits anywhere else on the body may be considered a wound that a Medic can patch up and therefor ‘heal’ a wounded player.
	 In order for this to happen the wounded player can’t move from where he/she was hit, fire a weapon, or talk to any teammates; the player can call for a medic by saying “Medic!” loud and clear but must wait for a Medic to come to them and remain in physical contact with him/her for one full minute. Medics can’t shoot while ‘healing’ a wounded player and after the 60 seconds must mark the player with a bandage (tape or ribbon).  

Wounded/Bandaged players that get hit again are eliminated for the rest of the round and must display their Red Elimination Flag and return the bandage to the Head Referee or Medic.
Medics are NOT allowed to heal themselves and are limited to the amount of players the can ‘heal’ per round.


